SHANGHAI AMERICAN SCHOOL
JOB DESCRIPTION
TITLE: PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SCALE: Teacher Salary Scale
CONTRACT DAYS: up to 191
POSITION SUMMARY:
The Physical Education (PE) Teacher is responsible for delivering a curriculum that
develops in their students the skills and competencies necessary for lifelong physical
fitness.
SUPERVISED, EVALUATED BY & REPORTS TO: Building Principal
QUALIFICATIONS:
Ø Fully credentialed/certified for the respective assignment
Ø Min. 5 years’ previous experience in PE
Ø Willingness to obtain Water Safety Instructor Certificate (WSI) or an
equivalent qualification for swim instruction (certification may be obtained or
renewed at SAS during the first school year)
Ø Familiarity with SHAPE America Physical Education Standards and
Outcomes
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
Ø Provide day-to-day instructional excellence to each student.
Ø Work collaboratively with colleagues to ensure comparable experiences for
students regardless of who teaches them.
Ø Collaboratively develop learning units using the UbD framework
Ø Develop and implement high quality performance assessments and utilize
evidence of learning to differentiate to meet students’ individualized needs
Ø Use the SAS Learning Principles as a guide for high quality instruction
Ø Actively develop positive relationships with students and their families to meet
the individualized needs of students and to promote the SAS mission and
core values.
Ø Actively support Social Emotional Learning.
Ø Actively participate in school sponsored events & activities.
Ø Actively support the school through participation in the after-school activities
program.
Ø Perform additional duties as assigned by the Principal.
SAS BELIEVES:
Ø That each employee makes a significant contribution to our success,
Ø That contribution should not be limited to the assigned responsibilities.
Therefore, this position description is designed to outline primary duties, qualifications
and job scope, but not limit the employee nor SAS to only the work identified. It is the
expectation of the school, that each employee will offer his/her services wherever and
whenever necessary to ensure the success of our organization.

How we see the world is how we experience the world
We believe that diversity, equity, and inclusion enrich our community and create a
sense of belonging that compels each of us to grow. Therefore, we commit to a
journey of community growth that is grounded in best and sustainable practices
rooted in our mission and core values. We seek individuals who are ready to
contribute to such an environment.
Furthermore, studies show that women and people of color are less likely to apply for
positions if they feel they don’t meet every criterion listed. SAS is dedicated to diversity,
equity, inclusion and belonging. If you have the right disposition for this role, meet many
of the requirements, and feel you would be a good match for SAS in this position,
please do not hesitate to apply.
Child Protection at SAS
Shanghai American School, in keeping with our core values and vision statements,
has a Child Protection Policy that guides our faculty, staff, and families in matters
related to the health, safety and care of children in attendance at our school. By
accepting employment at SAS, all faculty and staff agree to work in partnership with
the School and abide by the policies adopted by the SAS Board.
With this in mind,
Ø Applications will be thoroughly and rigorously screened in line with our strong
commitment to all aspects of child protection and safeguarding.
Ø Shanghai American School reserves the right to withdraw an applicant’s
candidacy at any time should information be forthcoming that may suggest
the candidate is not suitable to progress in the process.
Ø Shanghai American School reserves the right to withdraw an applicant’s
candidacy if current and former supervisor references are not provided.
Ø Hiring is contingent upon successful criminal background checks.
Applicants are asked to apply as early as possible, as Shanghai American School
reserves the right to close the selection process at any time.

